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Thank you for reading the Trans

Formations Project’s first ever annual

Impact Report, giving you an updated

account of this year (and the previous

two years) in review.

We are Trans Formations Project (TFP).

We have been in operation since 2021.

We track the trans legislative crisis and

give you accurate, accessible, and

actionable information and resources

to inform your advocacy as we all work

towards trans liberation.

The legislative data featured in this

impact report is based on our hand-

tracked data. We also maintain a

database of contact information for all

representatives both at the national

and state level, as well as their voting

records on anti-trans legislation both

in committee and on the floor. We use

our database and our team of

researchers to publish a weekly

newsletter of all happenings in the

trans advocacy space in the US as well

as maintain a robust social media

presence. Above all, we are grounded

in community and committed to

providing our information accurately,

actionably, and accessibly.

Our work has been featured in NPR,

the Washington Post, and other

notable publications. The Movement

Advancement Project uses the Trans

Formations Project’s database to

check their work, and it is used by

other movement organizations to

track and inform legislative advocacy

nationwide. Additionally, the Trans

Formations Project’s newsletter has

been shared by celebrities such as

Alok Menon, Jamie Lee Curtis, and Billy

Porter.

We hope you find this report valuable,

informational, enlightening, and

motivating and invite you to join us in

the fight to trans liberation. Thank you

for supporting our work.
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My name is Alexander Petrovnia, and I am a founding member, past President, and current

Executive Director of the Trans Formations Project. Thank you for reading the Trans Formations

Project’s first ever annual impact report. When myself and my fellow founders created this

organization, we never hoped for the need to get so big, so quickly. But alas, 2023 was an

incredibly challenging year for trans, intersex, and gender diverse communities across the United

States. While we are grateful to be able to do the work in this capacity and help advocates and

community members across the country track legislation and navigate a transphobic legislature,

we are deeply disturbed by the blatant disregard for human rights. And so, as this nonprofit has

grown, we’re continually enraged and motivated to work towards a society where this wave of

disregard for human life is no longer normalized.

As detailed in this report, anti-trans rhetoric has been translated into a record number of anti-trans

bill proposals – many of which became law. Moreover, anti-trans narratives have been weaponized

and normalized, legitimizing these contradictory laws in the minds of many and producing a spate

of real-life discrimination and violence. These impacts and interactions are devastating,

destructive, and often deadly. These consequences are particularly severe for those at the

intersections of multiple marginalizations, including those impacted by misogyny, ableism and

racism.

At the Trans Formations Project, we focus on legislative advocacy. The law can be a powerful tool

to either harm or help. The path to safety, security and peace for our communities will not be an

easy or straightforward one. The reality is that our anti-trans opponents are highly organized, well

funded and deeply aligned with violent and oppressive narratives about gender and gender roles.

This gives them an immense amount of power – power they are weaponizing against the

vulnerable, with severe consequences.

And yet, despite all of this, as a volunteer driven-organization, with our work fueled by the passion

of hundreds of volunteers with the desire for a safer, liberated world, we persist.

Because the truth is this; much as they try, the anti-trans laws written by bigoted, opportunistic

politicians are not the end of the story. All across the country, we are seeing court battles against

these unjust laws. We are seeing record numbers of people show up to hearings and engage in

the legislative process. We are seeing people stepping up to write their own narratives. We are

seeing efforts at shifting narratives, collective organizing and community care. We are seeing

not only those who survive, but those who dare to dream of thriving.

The story of the Trans Formations Project is one I’d hardly believe if I hadn’t lived it. What

started as an idea in my home office has grown into an organization at the forefront of

trans legislative advocacy.

Dear Readers, Friends, Allies and Advocates,
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Moreover, this has happened at a political moment where such work has never been more

critical. What we have accomplished this year has been with extremely limited resources. Until

this year, every position in our organization was volunteer. We are powered by community

investment, funded almost entirely by individual donations.

I am incredibly proud to present this report as a brief glimpse into the incredible

accomplishments of the Trans Formations Project this year. However, no report can capture the

essence of what TFP is – the people who have made it, and the community that has blossomed

here. The Trans Formations Project is not a testament to a singular excellence, but a collective

one. Since this journey began in 2021, hundreds of volunteers have contributed their time,

energy, and heart to this project. We were founded because I believed trans people deserve to

know what they’re up against. We persist because people have come together not only to resist,

but because each and every one of the thousands upon thousands of people who have engaged

with our work and our ideas have contributed.

If there is one thing I hope you learn from our story, I hope it is the realization of your collective

power.

We live in times that will test us. But in these times we are not alone. We can look to those who

came before us – who persisted, despite it all, to pass the torch to us. And we can look to the

future, and those who will come after us – who we persist for. Our greatest power comes from

our community. It comes from our innate human desire to care for each other. It comes from

radical love. Love that crosses borders, classes, love that surpasses all the barriers placed before

it. Love that crosses time and space to find human connection.

It is that love that brings me back to this work, even when it is heavy. It is that community that

empowers me to keep dreaming of a future that is brighter than the present. It is that power that

inspires me to persist.

The Trans Formations Project has been doing this work based on our willingness to come

together. We have, as of this writing, hired our very first full-time employee. We have no grant

awards and rely on individual donations. We are incredibly grateful for the support we have

received so far, but 2024 will ask more of us than ever before. We have accomplished everything

detailed in this report with minimal funding. We do this work together, but with more resources,

we could do so much more. Please consider supporting us, by donating, by volunteering or by

sharing our work as we bravely step together into 2024.

In Solidarity,

Alexander Petrovnia (He/Him)
Founder, Executive Director
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We’d like to use this page to thank the hundreds of volunteers who have given

anywhere from 30min to 300 hours of work to TFP. The work that we do, as

highlighted in this report, is only possible through the countless hours of

volunteers who dedicate their time to the mission.

To the Recordkeeping team, thank you for tracking the bills with such incredible

accuracy and ensuring our work remains up to date.

To the Media team, thank you for your time and dedication to ensure that the

public receives the information recordkeeping team disburses. Your tireless

efforts ensure that people have access to critical information.

To the Logistics team, thank you for coordinating orientation and admin within

the org, keeping our operations organized, functional and synced.

To the DEIBA (Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, Belonging and Accessibility) team,

thank you for working to ensure TFP’s values remain present in each and every

single part of our work; from our media content to our organizational events.

To the Tech team, thank you for always ensuring our organizations technical

operations remain functional and safe.

To the Outreach team, thank you for coordinating our external relations and

fundraising to ensure our resource is used and funded!

To every single volunteer, THANK YOU! We all work together and collaborate to

create and build something powerful and beautiful!
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As Seen In:

Volunteer Growth:

150+150+
have joined us

this year alone!

Social Media:

13k+13k+
follow us on both

Instagram + Tumblr!

Website Utilization:

500+500+
average monthly users

access our website resource!

We’ve grown!

Staff Growth:

22
People are now part

of staff, thanks to you!

Programming:

11
We planned and coordinated

our first off-broadway annual

comedy show fundraiser!

New Projects:

11
We are expanding our

reach to have a podcast!

Read more at the bottom.
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2023 has been one of, if not the, worst year for anti-trans legislation in recent history.

Definitive statements like that are incredibly hard to suitably back up with evidence,

especially in the world of political advocacy. Legislative tracking is complex, and different

methodologies can produce very different results, all of which can be equally valid. Despite

this, I feel confident in saying that trans people have rarely lost so much ground in such a

short period of time. Even when comparing between 2022 and 2023, the difference is

staggering. 2022 and 2021 were relatively steady, with incredibly similar amounts of anti-

trans legislation being introduced and passed, but 2023 has blown that trend out of the

water. According to our numbers, nearly 3.5 times as many pieces of anti-trans legislation

were introduced in 2023 than 2022, with 4 times as many passing. Trans people are under

siege, and as it stands, we are losing ground.

Not only has the scale of legislation increased

drastically, the scope and types of attacks have

changed as well. While 2022 was characterized

primarily by sports bans, 2023 was focused

primarily on banning gender affirming care for

minors. More states had care bans pass in the

month of March than the entire year previous.

Not only that, but we saw the proliferation of

legislation attacking many different aspects of

trans life. We saw book bans in public libraries,

drag bans potentially so broad they could target

any trans person on a stage, “parents rights” bills

that both heavily restricted the ability to even

mention queer people, while also requiring

school employees to deadname, misgender, and

forcibly out their students to their parents.
2021 2022 2023

0
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80

100

Passed Anti-Trans

Bills 2021-2023

Dear Trans Friends, Allies and Advocates,

The approach has diversified, and the facade “just sharing concerns about fairness in

girls sports” has completely fallen away to reveal the true goal: the erasure of trans

existence from public life. Nothing so encapsulates this truth quite so much as
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Signed,

Sam Mendum-Purdy (She/Her)
Deputy Director, Legislative Expert
Trans Formations Project

the most dangerous innovation in anti-trans

legislation: the Sex Designation bill. Also called Trans

Erasure or Sex Redefinition bills, these bills seek to

put into place a legal definition for what sex is, and

then apply this definition to as many different laws

and regulations as possible. These legal definitions

are unscientific, binary, and often actively

contradictory.

When put into place, they attempt to create a legal

framework within which trans, intersex, non-binary,

and/or gender non-conforming people do not exist.

Some would be forced to legally be considered their

assigned sex at birth, while others would be

Sex Designation Bills

2021-2023

effectively legally sexless, existing in a legal limbo with serious potential ramifications.

This is the future anti-trans lawmakers are trying to create, and the future the Trans

Formations Project is fighting every day to prevent.

As we move into 2024, I ask that we all remember what is at stake. We are constantly

being pulled at, our attention splintered and fractured into a thousand competing

shards. It is desperately difficult to remain focused on what matters, but let this help

ground you. The people who are trying to erase and eliminate trans lives are the same

who are stripping access to reproductive rights across the country. They are the people

who want to roll back gay marriage, and force our world into a white supremacist, ultra

capitalist, christian theocracy. They have shown their hand, and we can not allow them

to divide us. Remember what it is they wish to turn our world into, and do not give them

an inch. Look to your communities, and remember we have more in common than we

do different. We must continue to work towards liberating ourselves from the systems

that oppress us, together. We are stronger together.
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In 2023, the states that passed

the most bills were North

Dakota, Tennessee, Florida,

Montana and Arkansas. Note

that the states that passed the

most bills in 2023 (North

Dakota at 10 bills, Montana at 8

and Arkansas at 8), did not pass

any bills in 2022, showing a

recent, specific, focused effort.

In 2022, the states that passed the

most bills were Arizona and

Oklahoma. These two states did not

pass any bills in 2021. Arizona did

not pass any in 2023, while

Oklahoma remained in the top

states, passing 3 bills in 2023. Note

that this was an election year for

many states, which contributed to

the drop in passed bills.

The states that passed the

most anti-trans bills in 2021

were Tennessee and Arkansas.

Tennessee holding the record

for most in 2021. Tennessee

and Arkansas both return in

2023 to be in the top states

for amount of anti-trans

legislation passed.
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Total State and National
Proposed Bills by Category in

2022 and 2023
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250This graph tells the harrowing tale of

the spike in bills from 2022 to 2023.

The coordinated attack shows the

shocking tale of an attempt to legally

remove trans existence through legal

punishment.

A main focus in 2022, as you can see

(white) there were focuses on sports,

schools, and healthcare. That tale

continues in 2023, as many of the

categories bills tripled, quadrupled, or

were introduced in 2023 in the sheer

amount of bills introduced. In 2022,

there were 40 anti-trans health care

bills introduced. In 2023, there were

182 bills introduced; meaning the

healthcare bills introduced more than

quadrupled in 2023 (4.5x to be

exact). These bills often included

aiding and abetting laws that

penalized healthcare
providers for encouraging patients to seek lifesaving healthcare care in places it was legal to

seek care, since their state recently penalized the type of care the patient was seeking.

Another focus were public performance bills, a new category that targeted drag shows and

the art of drag performance. In 2022 there were no bills proposed, and in 2023 there were a

total of 56 bills, penalizing an expressive art form, claiming it was harmful to minors. Another

focus was education, with 38 bills proposed in 2022, and 162 proposed in 2023, another

category that over quadrupled that of 2022 (4.2x to be exact). And finally, a new category of

bill for 2023 was sex designation bills. See the letter from legislative expert above to learn

more about the impact of these extremely harmful bills. We saw 0 proposed bills in that

category in 2022, and saw 23 in 2023. 2 of the 23 proposed were national bills.
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904904904
our total positive and

negative bills that we

tracked in 2023*

574574574
total anti-trans bills

proposed in 2023

818181
total bills passed in

2023, all state level

In 2023, there were

states that were hit

the hardest with

passed bills, such as

North Dakota,

Montana, Arkansas,

Tennessee, Texas,

Florida, North

Carolina, and Indiana.

North Dakota passed

the most bills at 10,

and Montana the

second most at 8.

*this includes bills from previous years. We update our database to

remove bills that have failed or are no longer relevant due to a

closed session. So even if it has since been removed from our

constantly updated database, it was tracked at some point.

*this includes bills from previous years. We update our database to

remove bills that have failed or are no longer relevant due to a

closed session. So even if it has since been removed from our

constantly updated database, it was tracked at some point.

In a cross year

combo map, we have

tracked that the

states that have

passed the most

anti-trans bills in the

past 2 years have

been Tennessee,

Arkansas, Florida,

North Dakota, and

Montana. The most

passed bills are in

Tennessee, at 16 bills.
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In 2023, 34 national bills were proposed, a

sharp increase from the 5 proposed in

2022. The National Session is still in, so we

cannot currently verify which national bills

have failed and which ones have rolled

over until 2024.

35 US National Bills were proposed in

2023. 0 of those bills passed. Nationally

proposed bills were disproportionately

disbursed among bathroom, healthcare,

and school bills, along with other bills

that do not fit in either category. The

healthcare bills proposed drastically

affected folks accessing gender

affirming care. These actively sought to

revoke licensees of medical providers

providing best practice healthcare to

patients, and drastically affected the

healthcare access of millions across the

country that do and don’t identify with

the trans community, as the

Other

14

Healthcare

13

Bathrooms

6

Schools

5

Documents

3

Parents RIghts

2

Sex Designation

2

Public Performance

1

National Bill Breakdown
National Proposed Bill

Breakdown By Category

effects of gender affirming care bans/restrictions extend to those outside of the

trans and gender diverse communities. The “other” bills include bills that prohibit

federal funding for anything LGBTQ+ related, preventing pride flags from being

displayed on federal property, prohibition of federal funding against enforcing the

use of pronouns, and the use of federal funding to go towards gender affirming

care (including surgeries and hormones that are necessary for people,

regardless of gender, for various medical reasons, causing a potential for

extreme medical harm to millions).

3434
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Healthcare Schools Sports

Documents Other

Public Performance Parents RIghts

Sex Designation Bathrooms

Healthcare

169

Schools

157

Sports

68

Parents RIghts

61

Public Performance

55

Bathrooms

46

Other

43

Documents

35

Nearly 4x the amount of bills were passed in 2023

than in 2022. The coordinated, unprecedented

attacks of legislative sessions in states across the

country fostered the worst year for legislative trans

rights in recorded history.

In 2023 we saw the largest number of bills

proposed on a state level. The spike in bills

was unprecedented. We saw nearly half of

all proposed anti-trans bills since our

records began, in the healthcare and

schools categories. The new categories of

bills, Public Performance and Sex

Designation, both saw striking numbers

considering there were 0 bills introduced

in those categories in 2022. Almost every

single category more than tripled the

amount of bills introduced in 2023, with

the exception of sports bills increasing

from 61 in 2022 to 70 in 2023. Healthcare

bills saw a 4.55x increase, School bills saw

According to our database, 394 of the 540

proposed state bills failed, putting at a 72% failing

rate. The state level bills pushed this year to be one

of the worst legislative years for trans rights and

safety in recent history. with an unprecedented

coordinated attack on human autonomy and rights.

4x4x
540540

total bills proposed

nationally in 2023

State Bill Breakdown

a 4.2x increase, Documents bills saw a 4.75x increase, Bathroom bills saw a 5.7x

increase, and Parent’s Rights saw a 3.7x increase. With the sheer amount of

proposed bills and the 81 bills passed, trans lives have suffered displacement and

trauma in excess this year.

2023 Proposed Bills
Breakdown by Category
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In 2023 we saw the largest number of bills

proposed on a state level. The spike in bills was

unprecedented. We saw nearly half of all proposed

anti-trans bills since our records began in the

healthcare and schools categories.

With only 2 states not proposing any anti-trans bills

in 2023, this map portrays the range of how many

bills were proposed in the different regions of the

US and the states they were proposed in, with a

heavy concentration in the mid-west and southern

regions. Texas proposed the most bills at 76, with

Oklahoma proposing 44, followed by Missouri with

36 bills proposed.

16
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540 Anti-Trans Bills were Introduced in
2023. Which States Proposed the Most?

#1

#2

#3

76

44

36

Highest # of

Proposed

Bills
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Key:
Alabama

Proposed - 5

Types: SP (2), SCH/PR,

SD, PP

Passed - 1

Types: SP

Passing Rate: 20%

Alabama Alaska Arizona Arkansas

California Colorado Connecticut Delaware

AL

AK
AZ AR

CA
CO

CT

DE

Proposed - 5
Types: SP (2), SCH/PR,
SD, PP

Passed - 1
Types: SP

Passing Rate: 20%

Proposed - 4
Types: SCH/BR/PR (2),
SP (2)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 10
Types: BR (2), HC (2), PP
(2), SCH (3)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 9
Types: BR (2), HC, OTH, PP,
SCH (2), SCH/OTH, SCH/PR

Passed - 8
Types: BR (2), HC, OTH, PP,
SCH (2), SCH/OTH

Passing Rate: 88.9%

Proposed - 1
Types: SCH/PR

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 1
Types: SP

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 2
Types: SP (2)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 0
Types: N/A

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Bathrooms - BR

Documents - DOC

Healthcare -HTH

Parents Rights - PR

Public Performance - PP

Schools - SCH

Sex Designation - SD

Sports- SP

Other - OTH

**Combo bills are ones that focus on multiple areas. We

indicate them by using “/” for the categories the bill

addresses. For example, SCH/PR is a School AND Parent’s

rights combination bill.

**The states that did not propose OR pass any anti-trans

legislation in 2023 are marked in light blue. The states

that proposed legislation and passed at least 1 bill are

pink. The states that proposed bills but did not pass any

are white.

AL

E
x
a
m
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Kentucky Louisiana Maine Maryland

Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas

INIL IA KS

KY LA ME
MD

Proposed - 9
Types: BR, DOC, HC,
HC/SCH/DOC, PP,
SCH/HC, SCH/HC/BR/PR,
SCH/PR/BR/PP, SCH/PR/PP

Passed - 1
Types: SCH/HC/BR/PR

Passing Rate: 11.1%

Proposed - 8
Types: HC (2), OTH (2),
OTH/PR, OTH/PP, SCH (2)

Passed - 3
Types: HC, OTH, OTH/PP

Passing Rate: 37.5%

Proposed - 2
Types: SCH, SP

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 1
Types: SP

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 6
Types: BR (2), HC, OTH,
SCH, SP

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 17
Types: BR, DOC (2), HC (6),
OTH, OTH/HC, SCH (3),
SCH/BR (2), SCH/PR

Passed - 3
Types: HC (2), SCH

Passing Rate: 17.6%

Proposed - 26
Types: BR (5), DOC/BR,
DOC/SD, HC (6), OTH (3),
OTH/DOC, PP, SCH (5),
SCH/BR, SCH/PR (2)

Passed - 3
Types: BR, HC, SCH/PR

Passing Rate: 11.3%

Proposed - 10
Types: BR (3), BR/SP/SD,
HC (3), PP, SCH, SP

Passed - 2
Types: BR/SP/SD, SP

Passing Rate: 20%

Florida Georgia Hawaii
Idaho

FL GA

HI ID

Proposed - 6
Types: BA, HC (3), SCH,
SCH/PR

Passed - 2
Types: HC, SCH

Passing Rate: 33.3%

Proposed - 6
Types: DOC, HC, SCH/PR
(2), SP (2)
Passed - 0
Types:
Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 8
Types: BR (3), HC, PP, SCH
(2), SCH/OTH

Passed - 3
Types: BR (2), HC

Passing Rate: 37.5%

Proposed - 24
Types: BR (2), HC (4),
HC/DOC, OTH (6), PP (2),
SCH (5), SCH/SD, SD

Passed - 7
Types: BR, HC (2), OTH, PP,
SCH, SCH/SD

Passing Rate: 29.2%
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New Hampshire New Jersey New Mexico New York

NH NJ

NM NY

Proposed - 4
Types: HC, HC/SP/SCH,
SCH/PR, SD

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 0
Types: N/A

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: N/A

Proposed - 3
Types: SCH, SP (2)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 2
Types: SP (2)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Missouri Montana Nebraska Nevada

MO MT NE
NV

Proposed - 36
Types: DOC, HC (10),
HC/SCH (2), PR, PP (5),
SCH (6), SCH/PR,
SCH/SP/PR, SP (9)

Passed - 2
Types: HC, SP

Passing Rate: 5.5%

Proposed - 10
Types: HC (2), OTH/PP,
PR, PP (2), SCH (2),
SCH/PR, SD/DOC

Passed - 8
Types: HC (2), OTH/PP, PP
(2), SCH, SCH/PR,
SD/DOC

Passing Rate: 80%

Proposed - 5
Types: HC (2), PP, SCH,
SP/BR/SD

Passed - 1
Types: HC

Passing Rate: 20%

Proposed - 1
Type: SP

Passed - 0
Type: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Massachusetts Michigan Minnesota Mississippi

MA

MI

MN MS

Proposed - 1
Types: SCH/PR

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 8
Types: BR (2), DOC/SD,
HC (3), OTH, SP

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 11
Types: BR, HC (3), PR, PP
(2), SCH/PR, SP (3)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 24
Types: DOC/OTH, HC
(12), PR (4), SCH (2),
SCH/BR/PR, SCH/PR (2),
SD (2)

Passed - 1
Types: HC

Pass Rate: 4.2%
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South Dakota Tennessee Texas Utah

SD TN
TX

UT

Proposed - 3
Types: HC, SCH, PP

Passed - 1
Types: HC

Passing Rate: 33.3%

Proposed - 28
Types: DOC/SD (2), HC (6),
OTH, PR/SCH, PP (4), SCH
(7), SCH/PR, SP (6)

Passed - 8
Types: DOC/SD, HC, PP,
SCH (3), SP (2)

Passing Rate: 28.5%

Proposed - 76
Types: BR (4), DOC (4),
DOC/SD, HC (27), OTH (4),
OTH/DOC, OTH/SCH, PP
(9), SCH (9), SCH/OTH (2),
SCH/OTH/PP, SCH/PR (9),
SD, SP

Passed - 5
Types: HC, PP, SCH,
SCH/OTH, SP

Passing Rate: 6.5%

Proposed - 9
Types: DOC, HC (2), PP,
SCH (4), SP

Passed - 3
Types: DOC, HC, SCH

Passing Rate: 33.3%

Oregon Pennsylvania Rhode Island South Carolina

OR PA RI SC

Proposed - 8
Types: HC (3), SCH, SCH,
SCH/HC, SP (3)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 4
Types: HC, SCH/PR, SP,
PR/SCH

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 5
Types: SP, BR, SCH, HC,
DOC

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 29
Types: DOC (2), DOC/OTH,
DOC/SD, HC (5), HC/SCH,
PR/SCH, PP (2), SCH (7),
SCH/OTH, SCH/PR (3)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

North Carolina North Dakota Ohio Oklahoma

NC ND OH OK

Proposed - 12
Types: HC (6), HC/PR (2),
OTH, PP, SCH/PR, SP (2)

Passed - 3
Types: HC, SCH/PR, SP

Passing Rate: 25%

Proposed - 15
Types: BR (2), DOC (3), HC
(2), OTH, PP, SCH, SCH/PR,
SCH/PR/HC, SD/DOC, SP
(2)

Passed - 10
Types: BR (2), DOC (2), HC,
OTH, PP, SD/DOC, SP (2)

Passing Rate: 66.6%

Proposed - 6
Types: SCH, BR, PP, SP,
HC/SP, SCH/PR
Passed - 0
Types: N/A
Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 44
Types: BR, DOC, DOC/SD,
HC (17), HC/SCH, OTH,
OTH/SD, PP (4), SCH (9),
SCH/BR/PP, SCH/HC,
SCH/PR (2), SCH/PR/HC,
SD (2), SP

Passed - 3
Types: BR, HC, OTH

Passing Rate: 6.8%
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Vermont Virginia Washington

West Virginia Wisconsin Wyoming

VT

VA
WA

WV
WI WY

Proposed - 1
Types: SP

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 11
Types: DOC/SCH, HC (3),
SCH, SCH/PR, SP (5)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 4
Types: HC, OTH (2),
PR/SCH

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 14
Types: DOC, HC (4),
HC/SCH, OTH, PP (4),
SCH (3)

Passed - 2
Types: HC, OTH

Passing Rate: 14.2%

Proposed - 11
Types: HC (5), OTH,
PR/SCH, SP (4)

Passed - 0
Types: N/A

Passing Rate: 0%

Proposed - 6
Types: SP, HC (2),
SCH/PR, SP, HC

Passed - 1
Types: SP

Passing Rate: 16.6%

Summary of Statistics:
48/50 States proposed at least 1 anti-trans bill in 2023. 

23/48 States passed at least 1 anti-trans bill in 2023. 25/48 states

proposed at least 1 bill but did not pass any.

14 states had over a 20% passing rate, 3 of which had over a 50%

passing rate (more than half of the bills they proposed, passed).

Healthcare was the highest proposed bill category in 2023. 32/48 States

proposed at least 1 anti-trans healthcare bill. Of that, 19 states passed at

least 1 healthcare related bill.

The next most popular bill was schools, being proposed in 40 states

and passing at least 1 bill in 11 states. 

48/50 States proposed at least 1 anti-trans bill in 2023.

23/48 States passed at least 1 anti-trans bill in 2023. 25/48 states

proposed at least 1 bill but did not pass any.

14 states had over a 20% passing rate, 3 of which had over a 50%

passing rate (more than half of the bills they proposed, passed).

Healthcare was the highest proposed bill category in 2023. 32/48 States

proposed at least 1 anti-trans healthcare bill. Of that, 19 states passed at

least 1 healthcare related bill.

The next most popular bill was schools, being proposed in 40 states

and passing at least 1 bill in 11 states.



Lawsuits against anti-trans laws such as L.W. v. Skrmetti and Doe v. Ladapo.1.

Ongoing coverage of an inflammatory piece published by former case

worker Jamie Reed at Pediatric Transgender Center in MO.

2.

Rise of anti-trans legislature and rhetoric by Russian authorities.3.

Dobbs being used as to attack rights to bodily autonomy and self-

determination of all kinds.

4.

The election of transgender officials, such as Sarah McBride in DE, Olivia Hill

in TN, and Danica Roem in VA.

5.

The efforts in Montana to censure and formally punish openly trans

representative Zoey Zephyr.

6.

Harmful school board policies being passed or debated across the U.S.A.7.

Analysis of studies relating to LBGTQIA+ folk, such as the study released by

GLSEN, COLAGE, and Family Equality examining the extent of bullying and

discrimination against children of LBGTQIA+ families in school, and the FBI

report “Hate Crime Statistics, 2022”.

8.

Each week our newsletter reaches nearly 800

readers, with 589 readers subscribing in 2023.

Every week we provide updates on anti-trans bills

as they progress through legislature. This year we

covered a number of important topics including:

Want to stay up to date with these critical topics

as they happen? Our newsletter team works hard

to give you weekly news and legislative

highlights and updates each week, featuring bills

that have been proposed, progressed or passed,

and newsworthy updates. Get our updates

delivered to your inbox, every Friday. Sign up for

our newsletter or view our newsletter archive on

our website! Scan the QR code to check it out!
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National Center for

Transgender Equality
ACTION ALERTS: Each week, we make sure we

update our weekly newsletter with NCTE action

alerts in order to build upon the work that NCTE

continues to do to fight for trans justice.

Creating Change
We went to Creating Change 2023! Our Executive

Director, Alexander Petrovnia went to Creating

Change, expanding exposure of our resources to

hundreds of organizations, building connections and

working together to progress the movement to

liberation.

Presenting/Education
In 2023, we were able to present for multiple

organizations at work meetings, conferences, and

strategy sessions with dozens of organizations

across the country. Our work has spread far, one of

our bigger engagements being the Washington

State DEI conference. If you are interested in TFP

presenting at your organization, please contact

alex@transformationsproject.org!
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This year, TFP celebrated a major milestone;

throwing our very first event! We hosted a

hybrid comedy fundraiser event on October

25th, 2023, which was both streamed virtually

and attendable in-person at the SoHo

Playhouse in New York City!

We were thrilled to be able to invite both Trans

formative Schools and the Okra Project to

participate in this event with us. This comedy

The House Of Horrors: 
Invasion of the Bodily
Autonomy Snatchers

show featured an incredible lineup of queer talent and was a healing celebration of trans

community. The Okra Project and Trans Formative Schools are both local, grassroots NYC

based organizations that work towards trans liberation and received partial profits from the

fundraiser. With B Hawk Snipes as our emcee, we laughed together at performances by Jess

Salomon, Esther Fallick, Ely Kreimendahl, Sheria Mattis, Laura High, Jes Tom and Jaye

McBride, all coming together for a night of joy amidst dark times.

TEN Awards
In 2023, our founder, Alexander Petrovnia was honored at

the National Center for Transgender Equality’s TEN (Trans

Equality Now) Awards! He was given the founder’s award

for founding TFP, and we couldn’t be more proud of Alex!

We were able to take a few members of the TFP

leadership to this award show to honor Alex and TFP’s

great accomplishments! We say bravo, and look forward

to another great year of advocacy and coalition building

with incredible organizations!
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2024 is, of course, a major election year.

There will be the Presidential Election, along

with 468 seats in Congress. One third of the

Senate will be up for election along with the

entirety of the House. Additionally, of the 99

state level legislative bodies, 86 will be

holding elections for some portion of their

seats. There will also be countless local

elections, the importance of which is often

overlooked. Please check what positions are

up for election in you local area prior to

voting so you can make an informed choice!

As states begin their legislative sessions,

more and more bills will begin to be

introduced. We have already seen dozens

of bills be pre-filed, and once we reach mid

January there will likely be hundreds of bills

moving in legislatures across the country.

As we move into February and March, we

will start to see bills actively being passed,

with dozens of hearings being held.
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Follow Trans Formations Project to ensure you are

being kept up to date about what may be

happening in your state. Our social media is robust

with up to date info so you can stay informed!

Subscribe to our newsletter and tune into our

weekly streams to engage in our content in real

time! Scan the QR code for more info!



In addition to tracking legislation, we’ve been

able to expand our mission of getting the word

out to multiple audiences by making content

accessible. We’re excited to announce we are

starting a podcast, the Civic Report, a spinoff

from Trans Narrative Podcast’s Civic Report. In

this new venture, we will be releasing multiple

episodes a week with interviews and legislative

updates to ensure you’re receiving our content

and learning with us!

The podcast will be launching January 3rd,

2024! Check us out today! Available wherever

you get your podcasts!

Engage with us, LIVE! Our weekly

legislative update streams are being

moved back to Twitch! Check us out every

Friday from 6-8 PM EST on twitch to learn

with us, chat and have fun with Erin, our

streaming expert and Sam, our legislative

expert-- and stay updated!

Twitch:

https://www.twitch.tv/thetransformationsproject
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Thank you for reading through! We truly

appreciate your time and hope this report was

helpful. Our mission aims to ensure our content

remains accessible, actionable, and accurate for

you, the readers, the people.

Please consider donating to our organization, we

are volunteer-driven and grassroots funded. No

amount is too small to help us continue this work!

We also have merchandise, and opportunities for

volunteering! Scan the QR Code below to

support our work!

Interested in sponsoring or helping fund our

work? Please send any sponsorship or funding

interests to our Executive Director, Alex

Petrovnia, at alex@transformationsproject.org.
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